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j^iblo ciL waa til- fir.", projet • <•• •..oicá; the -./ci. ht ..vi oth;,r advantages 

of til»; P.V.L.   botti' , i rut ,:.:ì, r. favour* ,t by tha r-jì il iv^l"' high market domination 

of o ru-- ! ar^e proauoor. 

Jn the bottling ,í v;i:io 

supermarket~ v.'hoj win; .oler 

. , han rva<¡c lee:: impact being utilised only by the 

•TO sent only about id  cf the whole. 

In bottling GIIIL minorai watt-ru not only has P. V.O. made a major encroachment 

on glass but thrir every.ay "oniramption has  also enjoyed rapid growth. 

Ln adapting the extravien blew rr. ou lain?, process to the manufacture of P.V.n, 

bottien particular attention hau 1:.. be paid not only to the critical thermal 

properties of the unplastici sed material with respect to urocessability but also 

to the demando from userr. for diversities in capacities and shapes. Currently 

the range of extrusion blow moulding machine* vary in ei?.e  fr m small, single 

par i eon, ningle moult' machiner; to large, double pariuon, machines embodying up 

to 14 moulds. 

The main advantages of P.V.C, in bottle manufacture include considerable 

savings in weight and exterior surface area coupled with an attractiveness in 

appearance wMch arises from a transparency equal to that of glass and a capacity 

for accepting pigmentation by a wide range of colours. 

although t it- selection of the appropriate polymer grade and formulation of 

the i.V.''. compound is dictated by critical considerations, auch as retaining 

maximum the.nr.al stability during processing while rigorously avoiding ingredients 

capable of being 1"acheJ cut by the contents, commercial manufacture embodying 

the re-cycling of A) - ]>0  , of rogrounü scrap is effected. 

'Hie high degrre of transparency achieved is met by employing bulk polymerized 
p.V.i', br-cauro of jtr frr-cdo.:. from emulyifier and protective colloid residues. 
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I.     INTRODUCTION 

The us« of P.V.C,  in eh« packaging field in France has made extensive 
headway during the last years. 

Among the various transformation techniques, bottle manufacturing for a 

number of food stuff and other products' packaging has also outstandingly advanced. 

Thia spectacular development of P.V.C, use as packaging raw material Is ow.*d 

to it! numerous advantages over its «In competitors i gl.M and polyethylene. 

•«•ides, it must be. kept in Bind that this advance in P.V.C, bottle pack«, 

fi»« occured in Prance just at the tie» when mineral water con suction «as rising 
•ore and «ore, «a ini y in great cities. 

ThU accound will allow to give a brief history of the use of P.V.C, for 

bottling, to note the market trend for this application m Prance, and to show 

«¡tjr tfilk P.V.C. It a choice material by its possibilities In a wide range of 

forsmlas, of transformation equipments and of typet of packaged liquids. 

II.    HISTOP.ICAL 

Tke blow-moulding of hollow shapes is rather a recent transformation 
technique. 

It hat advanced In the technological field by the development of more end 

mot« Improved «achines with high output, as well at the formulation field, by 

the »•« of thermal stabilisers allowing a P.V.C, transformation similar to that 
of Polyethylene. 
2al- lSSti£J^££il£ 

about Itt2, appeared the first p.v.C. bottles with the « Vitroplume *• 
appellation. 

theae bottles «re manufactured by the Benopac Process, consisting 1« hlgh- 
frequ,«ncy welding of two shells of P.V.C. thermoformed sheets. 

this process, although the id?« was artful, did not last long, for two maim 
reasons t 

- the cost price was ««pensive, owing to the numerous operations required 

for the obtention of bottles r calendering, vacuum forming, welding. 

- Technical problems owed to the quality of weldhtgs :  the welding time has 

to be well adjusted and rather long to obtain good melting of the rigid P.V.C. 

The difficulty to obtain perfectly tight bottles has been another reason 
to let this process aside. 
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2.2. The blow-moulding process 

With the above process, the blow-moulding process was developed and proved 

the only one to succeed. 

This process includes two operations i  extrusion and blow-moulding. 

Extrusion, well known process of P.V.C,  transformation, has been developed by 

the bottles manufacturers, who in many a case, have cooperated with extruding* 

•achines manufacturers to adjuat suitable screws, heads and dies. 

In any case, only single-screw extruding machines have been used» 

there may be »row alteration in the blowing-net hod according to the different 

constructors, and it is mainly on the bottle formation method in the mould that 

the patents are bated. 

Thus the blow-moulding process has advanced since 1962 and allowed the head- 

way of bottle manufacturing for food-stuff packaging (oil, wine, vinegar and at 

last mineral water, in addition to    of course, various pharmaceutical product*   ami 

cosmetics). 

III.    THE   P.V.C. BOme    HA«CET   IN   FRANCE 

the importance of the P.V.C, bottle market in France is owed to the conjunc- 

tion of several facta favouring its rapid development in the various fields of 

packaged products. 

*•*• <*•»• of oil 
France, being a latin country, is an important consumer of adióla    oil used 

fot food preparation. 

Moreover, it is interesting to note that most of the oil is consumad in the 

south of France. 

Until about 1942, oil was delivered in returnable glass bottles i it wat thus 

necessary for the consumar, either to pay for the container when buying a battle of 

* oil, or to return the bottle • For the oil supplier, he had to send back to the 

packager perfectly dagreased and cleanaad bottles, meaning energetic washing and 
expensive cost price. 

With non returnable P.V.C, bottle packaging, there arenóte of these problema. 

A main factor of quick development of the use of P.V.C,  for oil bottling is 

the fact that  in France, a single oil manufacturer auppliee 40 X of the production, 

the remainder being distributed between only ten others suppliers.    Theee also convertie 

to P.V.C, oil bottling to remain competitive when they saw the main supplier invading 
the market by efficient advertising. 
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3.2,  Case of wine 

For wine,   it   U the opposite p,oM«.  i„d,.ed.  .lUhn„g„ „in- P.V.C. boulin, 

only began a few years after oil, «bout   m«4 - *S,   it« aovara wfl8 v«rv slow. 
Several reasons for this. 

The first and main reason is that win. mâchants «re very numerous in Franc. 

There are about 6 000 of the», th» most  important of which sr!U only about 15 % 

of total production,  thus «oat of th«se m„c¡:«,t. are unable to Invest  in  entity 

WW equipment for wine packaging, and such investment would Um* but  little a ehanc* 
of increasing their turnover. 

The second reason is that, in the case of win*,  returnable §i.M bottU. can 
still match Í.V.C. bottles. It i, «aCh Msá#P to clMn a wtn<f fe0trle ^ ^ 0|| 

bottle. 

For 1971 t 

the cost price of returnable glass pltt8 cleaning lg | Qmtt tm , mm ||t#r 

bottle 
The test price of a F.V.C, botti« ts 3 cents   * 

plus often a cardboard box raising the price to « cents   « 

thus twice the price of glass packaging. 

At the present tine in France, the Supermarkts BêW immmá 

«tettato**« F.V.C, bottle packaging for ordinary wine, simply by refusing to 

sell and take back glass bottle« for ordinary consumption. They thus saved 
•te*»«» spao. «d ma, ot etatr ^^ m mn M ^^ fop ^^ 

Unémt such conditions, plastic bottles packaging for vine, i» only in Franc« 
about 10 % of total consumption. 

^•3*  C<><IC of mineral water 

• France, as surprising as it may seem,  is a great consumer of mineral wmter, 

indeed, when this consumption is about 40 lit.-.,  in France per year and inhabitant, 

it it. only 13 liters in Italy and 10 lite« in Germany. 

Moreover, most of the consumed water is non gaseous minara! water. 

The trench home market is supplied by three important group« who share 95% of 
total production. 

This is the reason forthe rapid penetration of P.V.c. bottles in thie market. 

In november 1968  a mineral water P.V.C, bottle, with i,S liter capacity waa 
launohed for the firat time. 

Advertising claimed that this 1,5 liter plastic botti« had the same weight ma a 
1 liter glass bottle, when they were full. 

Since then, penetration hmd advanced rapidly to th« extent of 8o£ in three years. 
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FRENCH    HARKET    1971 

iottled J  1971 Potentia/i  P.V.C. Bottles:  Compound pro- i Percentage of s 
Product :litles in litœapenetrationratei  ducts In tons :  the market        : 

t Oil                     : 500,000 t 
i 

90 % 
t 

t Mon gaseous      i 
t water                 ! 
:                              t 

2 billions i 
1 
t 

80 % t 
: 
t 

t Win«   Vinegar i 4 billions : 10 X t 
» t                              t 

* at see l Un «ou* t 
difficult to 

fer»cast 
î 

t 

t 
t 

t                           i 
•MHMMMMWI' • ••**•••••»•••••••• 

! 
t 

MM««*M«« 
i 
t 

t        total           i 
:                           t 

I 
1 

: 
t 

14,000 

49,000 

8,000 

4,000 

19 

65 

11 

5 

t i «•»«•»«••••••••»•«•••»•«••«MP«»"«»"* 

75, 100 % 

TREND    and    FORECAST   of    FRENCH   MARKET 

t 

i 

1968 
t 

î 

196<?     t 1970    ¡ 1971    i 1972      î 1973    t 

i 041 it too 
: 
t 13 000 t 14 000 ¡ 14 000 i 14 000 i 15 000 t 

i Matar 
i 
: 100 

t 

12 000 % 32 000 49 000 i !    55 000 1 t 60 000 t 

t ff Ine • Vinegar 
i 
t 
i 
t 
t 

5 

3 000 t 4 000 : 6 000 t    8 000 s    15 000 î  29 000 t 

t phanseoftt't i*til a and 
t miscellaneous 

3 000 
: 

1 

3 000 ¡ 3 000 4 000 6 000 6 000 | 

t                                        t 
t  TOTAL                                i 
t                                             t 

18 000 
l 
s 
» 

32 000 s 35 000 i  75 000 1    90 000 illO 000 t 

i  I.icrease fcreach 
i  year over the 

t 

t + 78 X î •f 72 % s + 36 % s    + 20 X t + 18 % : 
t  previous one t 

s 
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IV.    TRANSFORMATION    EQUIPMENT 

The advance In P.V.C,  botti«  liquid packaging was carried out by means of 

transformation equipment. This had to be adjusted to the use of P.V.C, as raw 

material and fulfill the requirements of manufacturers, wishing diversity  in 

capacities and shapes of containers for the sake of attractiveness and aase of 
customers. 

This ltd totettinff-up of a very diversified range of moulds, etc. 

This transformation equipment includes an extruding-machine and a blow- 
moulding device. 

The extruding-machine has Co be fitted with : 

- • screw, alio wing gradual processing without thermal shock of the materiel, 

with  % wide compression «re« «ad * compression ratio of from 1.6 to 2. 

- « head (either sanare, or with an elbow) without any acute angle and favou- 

ring satisfactory flow of the processed product. 

The blow-moulding device is adjusted to the output of the extruding-«achine 

and includes, either one mould, or two moulds in turns, or several moulds fitted 
on a cylinder. 

The blow-forming sui chine s are divided into : 

- small machines 

- medium size machines 

- big machines i 
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V.     QUALITIES oí P.V.C.   BOTTLES 

Let us at first,  try to make out what are the criteri,)   leading to use with 

advantage P.V.C, bottles   instead of glass ones  ;  thus what are the   characteriatica 

required for these bottles. 

5.1. Marketing character» 

First of all, the weight of P.V.C, bottles. A 1  liter bottle weighs about 

35 g., whereas a glass bottle of same capacity weighs 600 to 650 g. 

This weight factor has effects not only for the consumer who will  be rid 

of the glass overload,but still more at the handling and storage level. 

A trial on the spot has shown that large surfaces could be spared for the 

slaf>le reason that the storage of I 000 liters requires 60 % less volume with 

P.V.C, bottle» than with glass ones. 

Besides, the delivery trucks csn carry about 5 000 liters capacity instead 

of 3 000 glass bottles. 

As for mediti« and long distance transportation, for which the freight cost 

is function of weight, the advantage of this very light packaging is obvious. 

3.2. Appearance characters 

The F.V.C, bottle is been just as, and sometimes sore attractive than the 

glass bottle by its appearance. 

New shapes have boon designed, unusual capacities have been studied to make 

the best of the raw material. 

Transparency of the bottles has become just as good as that of glass ones. 

Brilliancy of the surface has the attractive appearance of a new thing 

which vil I not be used «gain. 

Last, the possibility of manufacturing bottles with various attractive 

colourings either in tha bulk, or by blueing, or by accurate reproduction of the 

usual colours of bottles, has also led to commercial success. 

5.3. Industrial characters of bottle manufacturing 

For bottle manufacturing to be really industrial,  it has to be run  in 

continuous operation during the whole week without any stop for dismounting. 

This requires well adjusted formulations, provoking no gripping on heads or dies 

on the long run. 
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Add  to  this that   the  formulas need to have excellent  thermal  stability 

allowing then to fu.ce a   circuit break-down trial  which consists in stopping the 

machine  in operation,  by  simulating a 45 minutes break-down. 

An  important matter   is the behaviour of P.V.C,  when blown into the moulds 

which must  never bring along any deposits. Accumulation of  these deposits at length 

choke the blowing devices and harm the  surface appearance and brilliancy of the 

bottle. 

The adjusted formula  is of outstanding importance. 

Indeed,  industrial manufacturing of bottles is run with a high percentage 

(20 to 30 X) of reground product, as,  in normal operation, there is, according 

to the «achines used,  fron 15 to 20 % of compulsory fall» owed to the manufactu- 

ring process» the remainder of reground product coiaes from defective boceles. 

5.4,    Mechanical character» 

The obtained bottles are to undergo quite a lot of very various mechanical 

stresses which may be enumerated during the following operations. 

• Behaviour when fitling i 

Mainly in the case of under-vacuum filling, there may be some problems 

owed to  shape,   stillness or weight of the bottles. 

- Behaviour while capping : 

Capping machines for glass bottles apply a vertical pressure which the 

bottle has to face. New and more modern machines, designed for P.V.C, 

bottles, use Literal compression. 

- Behaviour when  falling i 

This is an important feature arising at various steps of handling, from 

the boxing to the use in private houses as well as in transportation* 

This feature is checked while manufacturing by a quick trial on 50 bottles 

full of water. According to type of bottle and formulation, a suitable 

height  is chosen for falling, which allows to check possible changes of 

this feature. 

- Behaviour under compression : 

When  tilled and boxed, bottles are to be transported and stored«  During 

these operations they will undergo stresses owed to the compression of 

bottles  laid over  each other,   when stacking  several pallets. 

In  some cases  the bottles are assembled  into burdens by means of a 

shrinkabh   polyethylene  film. 
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These compression behaviour problems bound to the  elasticity oí   the 

bottle are often  solved by appropriate  formulations and suitable shapes 
of botLles. 

'•*•    Organoleptic characters 

The basic quality required from a P.V.C, buttle is to never alter the 

taste of th« food-stuff, as  It Is intended to be drunk. 

The two main organoleptic characters are taste and s*ell, thus it will 

finally be the bottling  firn who will  decide upon the possible taate the pack«, 
ging nay give. 

Several tasters will decide about possible alteration oí taste or saw 11 

of the product packaged in P.V.C, bottles. And this for any food stuff, oil as 
well at wine or water. 

A certain number of trials have been carried out at the bottling finia, 

in order *.© accelerate aging of the bottles and thus obtain a quicker answer. 

Of course, in any case, glass packaging is taken as a standard, and there 

lie th« secrets of forni las which after ail steps of transforation, can .atch 

the glass, considered as the most protective packaging for the taste of food 
stuff. 

ä&£l£i£.£2£!.of •*«•*• l "«ter 

In th« case of Mineral water,  in addition to both organoleptic criteria, 

two other very important ones interfere also t 

- Migration into the water of the conponen t s of the formula. This migration 

is checked by a chemical requirement of oxygen test ( D.C.O. )i 

Oxydation method by a permanganate solution. The rate of oxydizability 

has to be below 0,3 mg per liter 

- Bacteriological development. This development of ordinary bacteria has 

to be normal, i.  e.  the bacteria are not to find in the medium a favou- 

rable ground for their proliferation. 
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VI.     USE    of     BULK     P.V.C. 

In this chapter we are to nh- 4 how the  specific  features of bulk P.V.C, 

make  it a choice resin  for bottle manufacturing. 

6.1.     Choosing the P.V.C. 

There .ire «t present three main processes for Vinyl Chloride monomer poly- 

merisation to which correspond three types of polymers 1   suspension, emulsion, 

and bulk P.V.C. 

Emulsion P.V.C., notwithstanding it's remarkable aptitude to processing 

does net allow, in the present state of knowledge, to obtain perfectly transparent 

bottles, able to face with success, owing to the presence éÊ an cmulsifier, all 

the organoleptic tests. 

Suspension P.V.C., by far the most world-vide used for rigid P.V.C, 

extrusion, stands as granule» of diameter between 80 and ISO microns. Including 

but little operation residues (particularity colloid) it can give suite satis- 

factory bottles. 

The less known, but the purest is the bulk-polymerised P.V.C. Besides the 

residues of initiator it contains no other foreign satter. 

As a result of the complete absence of emulsifier and of protecting colloid t 

- transparency is uneaqualcd in any other polymerisation nethod, 

- neutral resin P H, 

- good thermal stability, 

- low water absorbtion. 
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CHARACTERISTICS     of  tho    RESINS 

1 """*"—--»*^. 

!    Measured       ^-^_ ^ of reSin 

¡    Characteristics              ^^--^JCjrf57 
Bulk resin 

Suspension 

:          rosin          : 

i    Apparent density       g/cub. en s            0,62 r           0.53         t 

t    Outflow tiae of the resin     in sec. t          20 :          25               s 

»    Porosity   g.    DOP   p.c.r. i          11 !             8                t 

i    Saturation rate       p.c.r. 115 i         *5               j 

»    Piase leiser absorbtion tiae   p.c.r ./aiti. 8 6               i 

t    Processing tiae     Brabender   aln.                  i 

J                         f       170»C                                       ' 1,5           | 2,5           ¡ 
,                         T»       20Ô*C                                       j 0,5            i 1,5           i 

6.2.   Criteria for the choice of P.V.C. 

Several basic criteria are the guide lines Cor the choice of a P.V.C, 

intended for bottle extrusion. They are bound to the qualities required froa 

the final ltea. 

It will he seen that bulk P.V.C., by its general qualities,  is able to 

answer perfectly the requireaents of such a difficult market as that of food- 

stuff packaging bottles. 

A resin, answering the industrial manu lecturing features, has to be 

very versatile, aaking the best of all kind of changes which occur in a 

workshop and fit  for as many kinds of machines as possible. 

If the characteristics of bulk P.V.C,  and suspension P.V.C, of 

same molecular weight are compared, the difference of apparent density 

between these two types of resins is striking. 

This factor  is to play an important part when using the resin in 

the various steps of transformation. 
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With bulk P.V.C, it will be possible to load the high-ipeed mixer 

about 15 % more, thus allowing greater production capacity. 

Besides, this high apparent density and the good flowing ability 

of the powder will be important ¿actors to obtain good filling of the 

screw flight in the extruding machine and thus satisfactory output. 

These two facts bound to the very special morphology of Bulk P.V.C. 

win the appraisal of transformers. 

Another basic character of bulk P.V.C, lie» in its quick and homo- 

geneous processing allowing the use of any type of equipment. 

Homogeneous processing also allows to operate the stuff without 

, local overheating and thus without gripping or decomposition hasards. 

It is very difficult to compare statically the thermal stabilities 

of two P.V.C., the informations obtained are often illusive and do not 

correspond to the results with the equipment. 

li fact, processing obtained by heat contribution to the stuff 

by means of two kinds of energy, thermal and mechanical, is a trail 

equilibrium. If too much energy is wasted as heat, then appears overhea- 

ting of the stuff, and very often difficulties for extrusion and blowing. 

Bulk P.V.C, allows to avoid.such uncontrolled self-overheatings 

thanks to its easy and quick melting, and keeps clear Crow difficulties 

homed to lack of thermal stability. 

6.2.2. Answer to^other characters 

In the fitíid of P.V.C, use for fcod-stuff packaging, the purity 

of the resin plays an important part. In fact, for a bottle compound for- 

mula to be accepted, it has to face a certain number of trials, particu- 

larly organoleptic and migration tests. 

The more the P.V.C, will be free from foreign matters and the 

simpler will be the compound's formul.i, the best will be the results of 

the various tests. 

Bulk P.V.C, is perfectly suitable and meets this requirement, 

it only contains th»- remainder of the polymérisation initiators. 

Contrarily to other resins, it contains no other auxiliary agents 

(colloTds, buffing agonts, etc.), 
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Besides» Its satisfactory processing may allow, in some case, 

the use of adjusted formulas including less products capable of migrating 

into the liquids contained in the bottles. 

Pro» an appearance point of view, Bulk P.V.C, after transformation, 

leads to bottles with a very smooth and brilliant surface, free fro« 

" fish-eyes ", highly appreciated by transformers. 

CONCLUSION 

The P.V.C, bottle market for food-stuff packaging has had an outstanding 

development in Prance thanks to a very favourable ground. 

tkm use ©f bulk P.V.C, ha» also contributed to this advance owing to the 

particular qualities of the product. 

Many a country ha« understood the advantage et using bulk P.V.C, for this 

amplication wfeich from its present embryonary state is bound to expansion in 

the years to come. 

• fi-l-l"!*!« 
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